Spiritist Conduct
Emmanuel (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

Embracing Spiritism requires that, at each step, we guide our
attitudes according to what life asks of us.
(…)
On one given occasion, the Divine Master said, ‘Those
who follow me, follow me.’ And, in another circumstance, he
affirmed, ‘Those who do follow me do not walk in darkness.’
Let us recognize, therefore, that is not sufficient to admire
the Christ and to disseminate his teachings. It is indispensable
to accompany him so that we find ourselves in the midst of
the blessings of light.
To this end, it is imperative that we search for the living
and pure lesson.
This is also true with regard to the Spiritist Doctrine,
which revives in itself the apostolate of redemption.
Those who seek to serve the Spiritist Doctrine should
attend to its guidelines. Those who proceed in such a
manner will, under no circumstances, suffer from doubts and
shadows. (…)
_______________________
Source: From the book Conduta Espirita by Andre Luiz (Spirit), prefaced by Emmanuel (Spirit),
psychographed by Francisco C. Xavier published by FEB. The English version of the book is already
with the publisher awaiting its publication.
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EDITORIAL

The Tireless Disciple
“The close disciple will commit his own life in the execution of the Divine Will;
“The close companion will live in supreme vigilance;
“The close disciple will suffer the anguish of sacrificial and incessant service;
“The close disciple will arm himself, over the years, with unalterable patience to understand and to help;
“The close disciple will be anxious for the solution of the works and will walk without fatigue, in constant
vigil;
“The close disciple will follow me, many times, through the thorny path;
“The close follower will find the pleasure of giving without reward;
“The close follower discovers the divine lesson of suffering;
“The close one will be filled with strength to always forgive and to begin the effort of the good, as many
times as necessary;
“The close disciple will serve with humility, anonymous and happy;
“The close disciple will be ready to accept the martyrdom in obedience to the celestial plans at any
moment.1”
“Are you ready to be a close disciple?” Jesus asked Divaldo Pereira Franco. And the tireless disciple
answered, “Yes, Lord. I will dedicate my youth, my vitality, my time to working in your harvest. I will sow
your seeds of love and joy throughout the world.”
And the twenty year-old boy left to sow stars of joy in the hearts and minds of all the peoples of the Earth.
After seventy years of unstoppable journey of true service to humanity, we pause our daily duties to reflect
on Divaldo Franco’s starry path. We thank you today and forever for being a true instrument of peace on Earth!
Dear reader, this issue of the Spiritist Magazine is a tribute to the close disciple of Jesus, Divaldo Franco.
Get inspired and mold your own pathway of stars.
Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD
Editor-in-Chief

1

From the article “The Close Disciple” by Brother X through Chico Xavier in the book No Roteiro de Jesus published by FEB. The book is already
translated into English.
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DIALOGUE BETWEEN SCIENCE AND SPIRITISM

Spiritual
Body
> Andre Luiz (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

P

ortrait of the Spiritual Body

In order to define, in some way, the spiritual body, it is
necessary to consider that, above all, it is not a reflex
of the physical body, because, in reality, the physical
body reflects it as much as the spiritual body reflects
in itself the mental body , which molds its formation.
From the view of constitution and function in
the spiritual realm, the spiritual body is the physical
vehicle par excellence with its electromagnetic
structure, somewhat modified in regard to the
reproductive and nutritive phenomena according to
the acquisitions of the mind that manages it.

All the alterations that the spiritual body presents,
after the cradle-grave internship, verify themselves
in the basis of the spiritual conduct of the individual,
who says goodbye to the terrestrial skeleton in order
to continue the evolutionary journey in the fields of
experience.
Therefore, it is clear that the spiritual body is
a living shrine in which the immortal conscience
continues in constant manifestation beyond the
grave. In subtle formation, the spiritual body is
woven into dynamic resources, extremely porous
and plastic. The texture of its cells is in another range
of vibration due to the system of exchange viscerally
renovated. The cells are more or less distributed in
the face of the colloidal particles with their respective
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electrical charge, behaving in space according to their
specific condition and showing morphological states
according to the mental filed that it fits in.
Vital Centers
As discarnate individuals, who are studying in the plane
that we find ourselves, the spiritual body or psychosoma
is thus the physical vehicle, relatively defined by human
science, with the vital centers that the same science, as
yet, cannot investigate or recognize yet.
In the spiritual body, we have the whole equipment of
automated features governing the billions of microscopic
entities in service of the Intelligence in the circles of
action in which we linger. These resources were slowly
acquired in millennia through effort and recapitulation in
the multiple sectors of the soul development.
Thus, the spiritual body governs the functional activity
of the organs cited by terrestrial physiology. In it, we
identify the coronal center, located in the central region
of the brain, seat of the mind. This center assimilates the
stimuli from the Higher Plane and guides the form, the
movement, the stability, the organic metabolism, and
the consciousness of the incarnate or discarnate soul in
the fields of learning that corresponds to the soul in the
planetary shelter. The crown center also supervises the
other vital centers that obey the impulse coming from the
Spirit, as well as the parts of a power plant respond to the
command of the main engine that serves to the learning
of human beings to concatenate and direct them.
These secondary centers are intertwined by plexiform
networks in the psychosoma and consequently in the
physical body. Among them, we highlight the cerebral
center, adjacent to the crown center, with decisive
influence over the others, governing the encephalic cortex
in support of the senses, coordinating the activity of the
endocrine glands and administering the nervous system, in
all its organization, coordination, activity and mechanism,
from the sensory neurons to the effector cells. The throat
center notably controls breathing and phonation.
The heart center manages emotion and the circulation
of the body. The spleen center determines all activities
which express the hematic system, within the range
of the volume of blood stream. The gastric center is
responsible for digestion and absorption of dense or less
dense food than in any way represents concentrated fluids
that penetrate the organization. The reproductive center
guides the modeling of new forms among humankind or
the establishment of creative stimuli, in order to foster
work, the association and achievement amongst the souls.

8
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Crown Center
Particularly, we find the crown center as the point of
interaction between the determining forces of the spirit

and the organized physiopsychosomatic forces.
Therefore, this center sends the current of vitalizing
energy formed of spiritual stimuli with diffusible action
onto the mental matter that involves it. Thus, it transmits
to the other centers of the soul the living reflections of our
feelings, ideas and actions, as much as these same centers,
interdependent amongst them, imprint similar reflexes
in the organs and other implements of our particular
constitution, shaping in ourselves the pleasant or the
unpleasant effects of our influence and conduct.
The mind elaborates creations that flow based on
the will of the soul, thus appropriating the elements that
surround it. And the crown center is automatically in
charge of determine the nature of the responsibility on
them, marking in the very being the happy or unhappy
consequences of their movement of conscience the field
of destiny.
Mental Structure of The Cells
However, it is important to consider that we, the
discarnates in the sphere that we live in, study at present
the mental structure of the cells in order to initiate ourselves
in higher learning with more breadth of knowledge about
the fluids that integrate the moment of manifestation,
which are all of mental origin, and all woven into the

itself, ensuring survival of the species in the ocean that
breathes), the billions of cells that serve to our vehicle
of expression, now tamed almost entirely to exclusive
functions, require special substances, water, oxygen and
channels of removal of excretion in order to multiply
themselves in the specific work that our spirit traced for
them. The cells of the body find however, this environment
that is most essential in the aqueous structure of our
physiopsychosomatic constitution to express themselves
in the extracellular fluids, formed by interstitial liquid and
the blood plasma.

essence of primary matter, or Corpuscular Breath of God,
which forms the basis of the Infinite Universe.
Vital Centers and Cells
Under the automated direction of the soul, the
vital centers are energetic fulcrums that imprint high
specialization to the cells through which human beings
have in their dense body, and we also keep in the spiritual
body in equivalent resources, the cells that produce
phosphate and calcium carbonate to build the bones,
the cells that recoat the intestine, the cells that perform
complex chemical functions in the liver, the cells that turn
into blood filters in the intimacy of the kidneys and many
other cells that deal with the manufacture of necessary
substances for the preservation and defense of life in the
glands, tissues and organs that constitute the living cosmos
of manifestation.
Differentiating and adapting to the conditions
established by the Spirit, these cells that obey the orders
of the Spirit proceed from the primitive element, common
to all proved in arduous march over the millennia, from
the warm bosom of the ocean, when the protoplasmic
formations in demonstrations backing the former.
As much as the individual cell, the one personalized
in the amoeba (unicellular being that claims proper
environment and proper nutrition to grow and reproduce

Spiritual Body After Death
In short, the psychosoma is still a body of variable
length, according to emotional balance and the cultural
advancement of those who govern it beyond the
physiological vehicle. The spiritual body presents some
fundamental changes after the death of flesh, primarily in
the gastric center due to the differentiation of food that
it provides, and the reproductive center when there is
sublimation of love in the communion of souls who meet
in the divine marriage of their own forces, generating
new formulas of improvement and progress to the realm
of the Spirit.
This body evolves and improves in the experiences of
action and reaction in the earthly plane and the spiritual
realms that are borderline. It is likely to suffer multiple
changes in the foundation of dynamic that comes from our
fall in mental remorse or in the hyperdynamia imposed by
the deliriums of imagination, which will be responsible for
numerous disorders of the soul, born of a state of hypo- and
hypertension in the circulatory movement of forces that
maintain the subtle body, and can also wear out, the sphere
immediately to the physical realm, to rebuild itself through
rebirth, according to the pre-existing mental template, or
restricted in order to rebuild again in the uterine vessel
to recapitulate the lessons and experiences that it needs,
according to the failures of conscience before the Law.
We will examine other aspects of the psychosoma
when the circumstances lead us to appreciate the behavior
in the spiritual regions surrounding the Earth, within alike
societies, when souls come together according to the noble
ideals and tasks that they embrace, or lacerating guilt or
inferior tendencies in which they tune in, usually preparing
new events, regarding the needs and problems peculiar to
them in the domains of the indispensable reincarnation.

Source: Book Evolution in Two Worlds by Andre Luiz through the
mediums Chico Xavier and Waldo Vieira. Chapter 2, Part 1,
published by FEB. This book is already translated and awaits
its publication in English.
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REFLECTION

CHICO
XAVIER,

on Spiritism, Brazil,
France and the
United States of
America
> J. Herculano Pires

Professor Herculano Pires, a renowned
Spiritist scholar from Brazil, interviewed
Chico Xavier in the 1980’s regarding the
dissemination of Spiritism in the English
language. This information as well as the
recording was passed on to us by Andre Luis
10
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Chiarini Villar.

I

mportance of Working on the English Spiritist
Movement

Herculano Pires’ question: It has been noted that
a few English speaking groups show interest in establishing
an exchange with Spiritism in Brazil. In your view, would
it be a worthwhile effort on our part to work towards
expanding our exchanges with them? Would this be a
worthwhile consideration?
Chico Xavier’s answer: We believe that our English
speaking brothers and sisters have much to offer us.
By the same token, Brazilians also have many valuable
insights to offer to our English speaking brothers and
sisters. On my part, if I could build a knowledge base of
the English language, if I could study English to facilitate
communication with our friends from England and from
the United States of America including Canada as well,
I would experience immense joy, if I could do that.
However, being very interested in the opportunities
of service that our spiritual friends have given me, by
the mercy of God, in Brazil, I do not at all know how it
would be possible for me to pursue this ideal. If I could,
I would go to England to better understand the English
language, to work on improving the knowledge base that
I would be able to acquire, and to expand our exchanges
with the brothers and sisters from the Christian Spiritist
Center in Elon College in the United States in order to

establish more ample contact amongst us. However, day
after day, I observe that the possibility of my doing so is
becoming minimal. Nonetheless, we hope that other
brothers and sisters will be able to do this and that such
an exchange becomes as ample as possible. I see this as
such a worthwhile cause that one of our dearest friends
in England has been greatly interested, for the past two
years, in translating and publishing passages of Kardec’s
works, to provide the English with the opportunity to
study the principles of Kardec’s codification. I think this
is truly important.

The Reincarnation of French Spiritists in Brazil
Herculano Pires’ question: I believe it would be
interesting, Chico, since we are exploring this subject,
we are here talking and the ideas keep on coming to me.
There is a curious subject that seems to not have received
much attention. We find in Brazil, as we reflect upon
Brazil’s role as the nation of the future, we find here in
Brazil a curious matter. It is the first great Western nation
to basically become reincarnationist. The reason why
the concept of reincarnation has penetrated into Brazil
so extensively is not only because of Spiritism but also
because of the African religions due to the large number
of Africans established here. As a result, it is currently
difficult to find someone who discards the concept of
The Spiritist
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reincarnation. Even those, who may not fully embrace
it, do not push it aside or battle against it. Rather, they
tend to admit it as the reality. This is very curious because
in the past there was only one other Western nation
that was reincarnationist, France. Well, not necessarily
France, but rather the ancient Gauls including Ireland,
portions of England and France. The ancient Gauls were
reincarnationist, as we know, through Druidism. After
the concept of reincarnation disappeared from the
Western world, this concept resurged in France with
Spiritism and from there; it reached Brazil by means of
Spiritism. The concept of reincarnation here keeps on
spreading rapidly so much that Brazil will soon became
the great reincarnationist nation of the Western world.
It is worth noting that Dr. Ian Stevenson in his research
regarding reincarnation reiterated that. Though he agrees
that India is massive reincarnationist conglomerate, he
states in his book to have found in Brazil a more precise
and comprehensive understanding of reincarnation. For
instance to conduct research with respect to reincarnation
is easier because there are no biases against reincarnation
here. At the same time, in India, there is prejudice of
religious nature. For instance, when a person recalls their
past reincarnations, they argue that the person may die
shortly. Thus, they do not wish to make these findings
12
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public so as to avoid harvesting the expectation that this
person will die soon. In Brazil, however, there is no such
a thing. When a person recalls a particular reincarnation,
we find it admirable and seek to understand the case in
question more deeply.
Chico Xavier’s answer: Well said. We seek to
understand these cases more deeply and, thus, begin
studying them. With respect to this, I would like to ask
for permission to share an observation Emmanuel has
made. This interested me greatly in my exchanges with
him. In 1965, I asked him, where might the collaborators
of Kardec be, those who enthusiastically supported
the Spiritist doctrine in France, where might be these
contingent of sublime, heroic souls who embraced
those ideas and voiced them with such great enthusiasm
throughout the world while finding themselves in France
and Belgium in the majority of cases. So, he told me
that from the last quarter of the nineteenth century until
now, approximately 15 to 20 million spirits of French
background, mainly those who appreciate Kardec’s
work, reincarnated in Brazil to lend substance to the
principles of the Spiritist doctrine and uphold the belief
in reincarnation. Based upon this, Emmanuel explains
that in the past eighty years, we have grown so fond
of French culture that many of us, millions of us have

a comprehensive and detailed understanding of the
French revolution, but know nothing about the Marquis of
Pombal, about Napoleon’s battles, about the Portuguese
kings who managed our first evolutionary steps. We
have much more of a rapport with France since we feel
it more as our spiritual motherland than Portugal. This is
because this lies in the psychological context of millions
and millions of Brazilians who are lawfully registered as
Brazilians, but who, in fact, psychologically are French.
Herculano Pires’ Comment: What you have noted
here to us is extraordinary, Chico! Emmanuel’s revelation
is quite extraordinary because it is a revelation that is
truly spiritual in nature since it cannot be verified from
a material standpoint. The reason for this being that
the revelation originated from the other side, but this is
something we can intuitively feel in Brazil. We can feel
this as Spiritism develops in Brazil. This means that the
great workers of Spiritism who were in France during
that time are currently here working hard for the Spiritist
principles.
Chico Xavier’s Reply: Yes, Emmanuel argues that
this is so valid that we would like to recall a curious fact.
At the time of Brazil’s independence, when Brazilian
cities were wavering with respect to the anthem that
should be adopted in the newly established country,
hundreds of cities sang La Marseillaise as Brazil became
an independent nation.

How Brazilians shall support other countries
on the dissemination of Spiritism
Herculano Pires’ Question: Chico, amongst the
countries you have visited, are there ones that showcase
the necessary conditions or the appropriate level of
maturity to accept Spiritism in accordance to the
framework within which it is practiced in Brazil?
Chico Xavier’s Answer: From what I could notice, I
have found in England a contingency of practitioners,
especially within the field of spiritual healing, who are
fully dedicated to the well being of their neighbors,
working completely free of charge. I saw large groups of
mediums genuinely interested in helping their neighbors
without asking for any remuneration. I saw myself in
this type of environment in most of England. However,
in other countries, including France, from which we
received the blessing of the Spiritist doctrine, in as much
as we appreciate our French brothers and sisters, as our
friends, as our advisors in the formation of our nation
in conjunction with the efforts of Portugal, we have not
yet found there, up to this point in time, the needed
environment for the development of the Spiritist doctrine
in accordance to the framework within which Spiritism is
practiced in Brazil. Instead, we found great difficulty in
noticing that our brothers and sisters might come to reflect
upon the motto of giving without receiving anything in
return. I do not necessarily mean give, give, give, without
ever receiving anything back. However, I did not observe
much giving without the intention of receiving with the
exception of large groups formed by our British brothers
and sisters interested mainly in providing help to those
who are ill. Nonetheless, we believe that, it is possible
that, in the near future, Brazilians will be able to leave
our nation to integrate themselves to these groups. By
means of supporting themselves while leaving abroad,
they will form groups to show to others that it is possible
to experience Spiritism with joy, happiness, peace and
much love without focusing on remuneration or without
perceiving work as a punitive means in order to become
wealthy.
The Spiritist
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Spirits’ Struggle
to Come Back to the Good
A. (Spirit) / Mr. Rul (Medium)
> Allan Kardec
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T

hank you, dear brother, for your compassion
for the one who expiates for suffering the
faults committed. Thank you for your good

prayers, inspired by your love for your brothers
and sisters.
Call me sometimes. Rest assured that it will be a
meeting I will never miss.
I had said in a communication in the Society that,
after having suffered, I would be allowed to come and
give my opinion on some issues with which you are
dealing. God is so good that, after my atonement, He
had pity on my repentance, because He knows that I
failed due to my weakness. He knows that pride is the
son of ignorance. I am now allowed to instruct myself.
If I cannot, like the good Spirits who have left the Earth,
penetrate the mysteries of Creation, I can study the
rudiments of universal science, in order to progress and
help my brothers and sisters to progress as well.
I will tell you of the relationship that exists between
the state of the soul and the nature of the fluids that
surround it in each environment in which it has
momentarily been placed. As you have been told, the
pure soul cleanses the fluids, whereas, believe me, the
unclean thought vitiates the fluids.
Evaluate then the efforts that the repentant Spirit has
to do in order to combat the influence of such fluids with
which it is involved. Such fluids are actually increased by
the collection of all the bad fluids that the perverse spirits
bring to suffocate them.

Do not believe that it is enough just be willing to
improve myself to expel the proud Spirits who surrounded
me during my stay on Earth. They are always close to me,
trying to keep me in their unhealthy atmosphere. Good
spirits come to enlighten me, to bring me the strength
that I need to fight against the influence of evil spirits.
Then, they walk away and leave me to my own strength to
fight against evil. It is then that I feel the blessed influence
of your good prayers. Without knowing it, you actually
continue the work of the good Spirits beyond the grave.
As you see, dear brother, everything is connected to
immensity. We are all in solidarity with each other. There
is no single good thought that does not bring with it fruits
of love, of improvement and moral progress. Yes, you are
right to say of your brothers and sisters who suffer that
a word suffices to explain the Creator. This word should
be the star that guides each Spirit, independent of the
degree of the spirits scale to which it belongs due to all
its thoughts, to all it acts, in the lower worlds, as well as
in the superior ones. Such word is the gospel of all eras,
the alpha and the omega of all science, the light of eternal
truth. It is love!
Love of God, love of your brothers and sisters. Blessed
are those who pray for the ones who suffer. Your trials on
earth will become light-weighted, and the reward that
awaits you will be above your expectations! ...
As you see, dear brother, the Lord is full of mercy,
since, in spite of my sufferings, He let me come and speak
to you the language of a good Spirit.

Source: Revista Espírita by Allan Kardec, July 1867, pages
The Spiritist 15
310-312, published by FEB.
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Happy Birthday, Divaldo!
Much Gratitude to you
Jorge Godinho Barreto Nery
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G

o forth and preach the Divine Word.
The time has come when you should
sacrifice your habits, your work, and

your futile occupations to its dissemination. Go
forth and preach! The elevated Spirits are with
you. You will most certainly speak to those who
do not wish to hear the Voice of God, because
this Voice calls them unceasingly to abnegation.
You will preach disinterestedness to those who
are avaricious, abstinence to the dissolute,
gentleness to domestic tyrants and despots. Lost
word, I know, but it doesn’t matter. It is necessary
that you irrigate the land to be sown with the
sweat of your labor, seeing that it will not come
to fruit or produce except under the repeated
blows of the evangelical hoe and plough. Go
forth and preach!

The text above was extracted from the Gospel
According to Spiritism, Chapter 20 - The workers of the
last hour, section: Instructions from the Spirits, item 4 Mission of Spiritists, dictated by the Spirit Erasto. We here
quote it as the preamble to portray the Spiritist speaker
Divaldo Pereira Franco in the occasion of his 90th birthday.
His birthday should be seen more as a type of gratitude
from all of us, who are working in the Brazilian Spiritist
Federation (FEB), than as a tribute, because the person
of the medium dispenses any compliments, since he has
accomplished the following:
•
Father of seven hundred orphans and grandfather
of thousands of grand- and great-grand- children;
•
Public worker in the Institute for Assistance for
State Workers (IPASE – Brazil);
•
Discrete and reserved nature;
•
Sleep very little, around 3 hours per night;
•
Has given more than 15 thousand lectures
around the world, in all continents, spreading the work
of the Gospel and of the Spiritist Doctrine;
•
Almost 300 psychographed books;
•
Popularized Spiritism together with the
The Spiritist 17
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Citizen of Humanity, as peace representative for
the United Nations (UN);
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•
Thirteenth child of a mother, who got pregnant
later in life. He is the living proof of the value of life since
his mother’s physician suggested the possibility of abortion
due to the mother’s age and the possibility of the child
being born with congenital anomalies, to which the mother
replied by saying:
“Kill my son? Never!. I don’t find it right, doctor. I
would rather die than kill someone....”
Therefore, thanks to the perfect discernment of his
mother, who made the best choice, Divaldo Franco was
born on May 5th, 1927. He didn’t have any congenital
defects, but he presented mediumship, through which
time would reveal one of the greatest mediums of
contemporary times.
In his family, he found the perfect laboratory to acquire
new habits and sculpt the true education, as Kardec’s
teachings clarify to us.
Mrs. Ana and Mr. Francisco, his parents, and his seven
siblings (five had already returned to the real life - the
spiritual home) constituted the laboratory where Divaldo
learned to live with the necessary, because there was
no superfluous. We highlight his loving mother, who
worked hard, never neglecting her children, and never
complaining. She was truly wise, notwithstanding being
illiterate.
Mrs. Ana’s wisdom was noted in a phrase she always
repeated, succinctly expressing the nobility of spirit and the
legacy that she brought with her from remote experiences
in other lives: “God gives according to one’s merit.”
That was the attitude of a noble soul who had already
reached obedience and resignation towards the Divine
Laws!
This is only a few virtues of his mother, amongst many
others, known to the public, thru the lectures of her
son Divaldo. In remembering his mother’s personality,
he moves the audience to tears due to the emotions of
those days gone, in which his character was formed with
his brothers in humanity that the Creator had entrusted
to his parents.
With his father, Mr. Francisco Franco, Divaldo learned
honor, the importance of work, not to keep resentments.
He also learned to live with a difficult, harsh father, who
did not use to express love, and who was also superstitious.
With his siblings, Divaldo Franco learned to live with
diversity and surrounded by human conflicts.

Since age four, when his mediumship became ostensive,
he lived with his beloved mother’s understanding that
stimulated and instilled trust, while his relatives thought
that the mediumnistic phenomena that they witnessed
were nothing more than hallucinations or things of the
devil.
Of his 90 years of age, he has lived with his ostensive
mediumship for eighty-six years, conquering the challenges
with study, discipline and testimony.
Throughout this period, he transformed his mediumship
in an instrument for his moral-ethical development and
into a cellar of light to illuminate minds and hearts thirsty
for knowledge and consolation.
Initially, incomprehension, doubt and mistaken
guidance that he received from the religious figures
regarding the mediumship that he was developing, left
him as a ship adrift, being taken by the savor of the wind.
Those guides did not possess the satisfactory explanations
to adequately teach him, until one day, through his own
mediumship, he communicated with a beloved relative,
who was a priest, telling to the young Divaldo to give up
the priesthood, because his mission was not in the Church.
The entity said even more: that Divaldo was going to
move to another place, because “nobody is prophet of
his own land”.
After moving away from his home city, Feira de
Santana, now in Salvador (Brazil), challenges continued
to present to the point of making him think of suicide.
However, once more, mediumship kept him from such
intentions when he spoke with his sister’s spirit who had
experienced such unhappy experience, warning him of
the atrocious inconvenience.
Later, another unforgettable encounter, this time in
the cableway he once entered. He tells that the train
was empty to the common eyes, but full of entities to the
spiritual eyes. Divaldo noticed the spirits and remained
standing, being warned by the driver to sit down, as he did.
He sat down besides another passenger, Mrs. Conceicao,
who was also a medium. They started talking, and Divaldo
asked her: - “Do you also see the dead?” And with a
positive answer, he, relieved, said: - “Well then, I am not
crazy; or we are both crazy!”
From there on, the friendship and meetings with Mrs.
Conceicao started.
Over time, Divaldo was studying the Kardecian
Codification, enlightening himself each day with the
teachings from the immortal spirits.
The Spiritist
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With the permission of the reader, I once more call
our attention to the Gospel of Mathew, Chapter 13, verse
44: “the hidden treasure” to reflect on the example of our
beloved Divaldo, who was growing moral and intellectually
to the proportion that the trials were arriving and were
conquered, gaining this way, true values of a Christian
Spiritist. Matthew’s Gospel says:
“The Kingdom of Heaven is like a treasure that a man
discovered hidden in a field. In his excitement, he hid it
again and sold everything he owned to get enough money
to buy the field.”

The Spiritist Movement rejoices with his loving
presence in the activities that he coordinates and with his
consoling, clarifying and convincing oratory.

By studying the Kardecian Codification, Divaldo found
a hidden treasure. From then on, he was full of happiness.
He bought the field and started to give away his belongings,
meaning, he started a process of riding himself of errors,
of bad instincts, of bad inclinations, of vicious tendencies
and everything that tied him to material things.

Divaldo is the example of the true Christian Spiritist
that we all seek to be, because he isn’t content in admiring
the Spiritist morals, but in practicing and accepting it in
all its consequences.
Divaldo is, like Chico Xavier, considered on the greatest
mediums of all times, not only because of his abundant
mediumship, but also for the moral attitude that he
conquered during his existence, demonstrated through
his living example.

After a long trajectory of 90 years, built from the weight
of fights, sanctifying testimonies, Divaldo Franco keeps up
to these days the treasure that life circumstances led him
to encounter, paying the price of any sacrifice to keep it
in his heart.
His biography is full of dignified examples for all of
us and we could not neglect to mention in these humble
pages of the “Reformador” , a few reflections about the
illustrious birthday man. This is without the purpose of
flattery or to make him vain, and with no other objective
than that of expressing our sincere gratitude for the
good offered to many others. Our gratitude for him to
having stayed faithful to the work with Jesus and for him
having been and continuing to be the instrument of any
illuminated spirits. These spirits, who, in the name of Christ
and thru Divaldo, disseminate the Spiritist Doctrine - the
Gospel relived in his purity - in his unquestionable oratory
that appeals to the multitudes, in his blessed psychography,
in Portuguese and in other languages.
In possession of this treasure and following the
Gospel orientation “go and preach”, Divaldo has been
disseminating the Spiritist Doctrine in all five continents,
giving up useless habits and occupations, to use his time
more wisely in the work and attending to everyone who
looking for his counseling and guidance.
Thru his oratory and psychophony, the elevated
Spirits have touched the feelings of thousands, if not
millions, once we considered the media available and the
accessibility of such types of communications.

Outside Brazil, the Spiritist Movement owes its
expansion in the five continents to the effective and
persistent participation of Divaldo Franco through
decades of sowing of the Gospel message, whose fruits
are demonstrated through the work of disseminating
Spiritism in several nuclei and institutions spread out in
all continents nowadays.

Much gratitude to the blessed sowing that Divaldo
has done!
Little we know about how much sweat he shed, of
the challenges he faced, since his modesty takes him to
silence his own virtues, testified only by those who are
close to him.
To congratulate Divaldo is a small action in face of all he
has done to the benefit of others. Only eternal gratitude is
the true recognition that we can express. We offer our best
feelings in praying to the Creator, to strengthen, to support,
and to always continue to favor him with the blessings of
health and peace, so he may be remain amongst us for
more time, making us joyful, instructing us, enlightening
and consoling those who share his edifying oratory or that
read the pages of his blessed psychography.
Dear Divaldo, Happy Birthday! These are the sincere
wishes of our beloved Brazilian Spiritist Federation (FEB),
“Casa de Ismael”, “House of Our Cause” and the Brazilian
Spiritist Movement, in your 90 years of living Christian
example.
This article was first published in the Brazilian Spiritist periodical O
Reformador by the Brazilian Spiritist Federation on May 2017.

Jorge Godinho Nery is the current president of the Brazilian Spiritist
Federation.
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The Close Disciple
> Humberto de Campos (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)
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A

s soon as Ephraim, son of Atad, learned
that Jesus surrounded himself with a
small college of direct apprentices for the

enunciation of the Good News, he came hurrying
for precise reports.
All sorts of comments related to the Messiah were
made.
The people were oppressed. The atmosphere
of domination was everywhere. And Jesus healed,
comforted, blessed ... He had even turned water into
wine at a wedding feast...
Wasn’t He the expected prince with enough power to
redeem the People of God? Certainly, at the end of the
public ministry, He would assign posts and perquisites,
advantages and spoils of increased value.
Therefore, it is advisable to dispute His presence. He
would be a disciple in his heart.
Ephraim’s hear was firing up with dreams of terrestrial
grandeur. He sought the Lord who received him with
the kindness of always, though marked with indefinable
melancholy.
The Christ had entered victorious in Jerusalem, but
He was feeling manifested anguish.
Deep sadness overflowed His gaze, predicting
flagellation and the cross that were approaching.
Serene and affable, He asked Ephraim to open his
heart.
“Lord!” - said the young man, ardent in idealism accept me as your disciple. I also want to follow you,
but I want a place closer to your compassionate heart!
... I come to dispute your affection, your permanent
companionship! I want my heart and soul to belong to
you…”
Jesus smiled and said calmly:
“I have many distant followers. Would you aspire to
the position of close disciple?
“Yes, Master!” - exclaimed the candidate, inebriated
with hope in human power. “What should I do to
conquer such glory?”
The Divine Friend, who probed the hidden archives
of Ephraim’s conscience, clarified, slowly:
“The distant apprentice may believe and disbelieve.
He may approach the truth and then forget it, periodically,
but the close disciple will commit his own life in the
execution of the Divine Will, remaining day and night
on the mount of decision.
The distant follower will probably be entertained
with many obstacles to steal his attention, but the close

companion will live in supreme vigilance.
The distant apprentice feels free to seek honors and
pleasures, mingling them with his vague hopes in the
Kingdom of God, but the close disciple will suffer the
anguish of sacrificial and incessant service.
The distant disciple allows him to get angry and hurt.
The close disciple will arm himself, over the years, with
unalterable patience to understand and to help.
The distant disciple will find it difficult to focus on
prayer, experiencing sleep and fatigue; the close disciple,
however, will be anxious for the solution of the works
and will walk without fatigue, in constant vigil.
The distant follower will breathe on flowered roads,
lingering on the journey as he wishes, but the close
disciple will follow me, many times, through the thorny
path.
The distant disciple will be hasty at possessing things,
while the close follower, however, will find the pleasure
of giving without reward.
The distant disciple only finds joy in material
prosperity; the close follower discovers the divine lesson
of suffering.
The distant follower will be oversensitive; the close
one will be filled with strength to always forgive and to
begin the effort of the good, as many times as necessary.
The distant follower will not cooperate without
honors. The close disciple will serve with humility,
anonymous and happy.
The distant disciple will put away his testimonies of
faith and love before the Father. The close one, however,
will be ready to accept the martyrdom in obedience to
the celestial plans at any moment.
After a long pause, He fixed His sweet eyes on
Ephraim and asked,
“Will you accept it anyway?”
The candidate, somewhat confused, reflected,
reflected and exclaimed:
“Lord, your teachings dazzle me! ... I will go to the
House of God to thank the Holiest and I will be back,
in an hour, to embrace your sublime apostolate, under
oath!”
Jesus accepted the loud and effusive embrace, and
said goodbye to him, smiling, but Ephraim, the son of
Atad, never returned.
,
Source: Book “Contos Desta e De Outra Vida” by Humberto
de Campos (Spirit) through the psychography of Chico Xavier,
chapter 10, published by FEB.
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SPIRITIST TIP

The Real Power:
Affection
> Dias da Cruz (Spirit) / Andrei Moreira (Medium)
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D

eluded by material things, and
limited by materialistic beliefs,
humankind reaches out with

eagerness to find happiness as advertised
by the world’s philosophies, trying to gain
and accumulate possessions, titles, posts,
gold that shines, the diploma that makes
one vain, and the command that makes
others submit.

However, being an immortal spirit, and
heir to the fertile source of infinite potential,
the being becomes aware, through the prod
of redeeming trials, which the real power is
with God. And that the only real power of the
spirit is that of affection, which touches the
soul of each being, sowing hope, consolation
and direction, or bestowing joy, friendship,
and blessings of many kinds that console and
construct for eternity.
When tired of suffering under the illusion
of matter, the spirit turns its attention to the
battle of inner achievements, through the
efforts of self-transcendence, self-control, and
above all in the effort of synchronizing with
our supreme Source. This teaches one to love
and serve, thereby finding the real power and
importance of life.
Source: Book Pills of Trust by Dias da Cruz
psychographed by Andrei Moreira, chapter 6,
published by AME Editora, Brazil.
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Poems to
Divaldo Franco

Child of God
Susette (Spiritist Group of Collie)

The Light of Life
Marcelo Vezetiv Pereira

Divaldo Franco, your light shines bright,
Thank you for sharing your internal light.
Help us all to see the way,
With Love and Charity, let us pray.
We send our blessings to you today,
and love to you at the Mansion of the Way.
God bless you always with peace and love,
Peaceful as a beautiful dove.
Thank you for helping those in need,
Thank you for spreading the beautiful seeds.
The harvest will come and it will show,
That love is a fertiliser that makes seeds grow.
May the light shine brighter every day,
God watch over us, and show us the way.
May joy be always in your heart of gold,
Happy Birthday Divaldo, child of God.
26
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Divaldo’s message always fulfils my heart,
Bringing me the peace I so need,
It is indeed a great art,
To be able to sow the love’s seed,
I rest and say a prayer to God tonight,
I can feel His presence so near,
His power is so great ! It brings me light !
And surely guards my heart from fear ...
So let me finish by saying,
That Divaldo’s message is a divine balm,
For it keeps me present and seeing,
The light of Life, that makes me steady and calm...

Divaldo, a Knight of Goodness
Jussara Korngold
From the state of Bahia came a knight
Who by Jesus was called to the fight
To defend the weak against the might
And on this planet to spread light.
Still very young he heard a voice
Reminding him of his choice
A knight of goodness he should be
“God I’m here to serve Thee.”

You are a shining star
Carol Correa
You are a shining star
Emerging from Christ’s heart
To illuminate our souls and minds
To remind us of the early Christians’ path
To bring the message of charity to life
And to revive in all of us the Love
Which is both universal, eternal and divine

With love and solicitude
He conquers the multitudes
His sound voice reaches the mind
And in it peace we find.
He brings us hope
Through lessons that help us to cope
It is Jesus once again talking
It is Jesus’s servant among us walking.
Go forth oh dear knight
Let shine upon us your bright light.
Take us to heaven’s height
With you, in Jesus we unite.
The Spiritist
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DISCOVERING THE REAL WORLD
WITH DIVALDO FRANCO

Walking
Towards
Love
Juan Danilo Rodriguez M.

V

iktor Frankl had great will to live to the
point of persuading, thru his biography
(Man’s Search For Meaning) even the most

pessimistic, distracted or indifferent person, to seek
their still not attained aspirations due to the caprices
that life has not yet allowed.

>

Life is that wise mother that Divinity gave us to shake
our hearts in the search for better opportunities for our
moral and intellectual improvement, guiding us to stay
in the effort of doing the good.
In this constant movement that is life, Frankl proposes
two types of characters that we can use to easily
distinguish between based on the moral baggage that

they possess: Homo faber and Homo patiens.
The Homo faber is the accomplished person that
only speaks two words: win or lose, in their behavioral
language. Their desire for self-transcendence leads
them to gain and gain ever more to feel alive. Living in
an environment that demands love, they compensate its
lack with material acquisitions. Their fever to produce
leads them increasingly to get lost in empty materialism
because they think they will feel accomplished through
such material possessions. They think: “I don’t say that
I love you because I prefer to show it to you” and this
way, they throw themselves in a self-imposed solitude.
This happens because the simple life pleasures, like for
example, a beautiful and sunny dawn, are far from their
model of well-being.
And yes, they are accomplished. However, when
sadness hits their body with an illness, the only thing they
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do is to hate, since they only know how to acquire or
to lose. They who think they can do it all, even against
divine creation, end up affected where they are most
fragile.
On the other hand, the Homo patiens, differently
from the Homo faber, uses resilience to withstand the
blows of life and to dampen the losses, understanding the
moralizing value of many experiences in the physical life.
They distance themselves from suffering to look at
the meaning of their acts and life. Thus, they find in the
order established by adversities the correct attitude, since
there is always a new opportunity of realigning with life,
without discrepancies, in perfect harmony with the acts
originated from feelings and thoughts many times in
conflict within themselves and reasoning.
In the question 315 of The Spirits’ Book, the codifier
Kardec asks: “Do those who leave their works of art or
literature behind retain the love they had from them
during life?” And the Spirits answer was: “Depending
on how much they have evolved, they often judge them
differently and frequently disapprove of what they most
admired.”
Similarly to art and artists, we are sensitive to the acts
that we commit. We look and judge our own behavior
in relationship to the works that we have in our hands
away from outsider’s eyes. In the case of Homo faber,
such sensibility is capable of painfully hurting the fibers
of their soul, when in reality it can only be obtained with
elevation of the concepts in which we beautify the mental
fluids and encourage the heart in works dedicated to the
good, opening our pathway towards love.
In chapter 8 of The Gospel According to Spiritism,
item 19, we can find explanations for this topic: Those
who are pure of heart:
“… It is love and charity! If you possess this divine
flame, what is there to be afraid of? Then in all moments
of your life you will say: “Dear Father, I pray that Your
wish be done and not mine. If it is Your pleasure to test
me through pain and tribulations blessed be it, because I
know it is for my own good. If it pleases you Lord, have
mercy on this weak creature, giving justifiable happiness
to this heart and blessed be it yet again. But do not allow
divine love to lie sleeping in my soul; make it rise up
unceasingly and present itself at Your feet as witness of
my gratitude.”
Without a doubt, elevating and amplifying concepts
allow us to walk thru the first lights indicating love. In the
beginning, however, you do not live it per se, because
something learned first needs to be imprinted for a while
in the mind in order for the natural defense mechanisms
to begin to give way to new ideas. The Master of Nazareth
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knew this so deeply that, not only he sowed beautiful
concepts in the minds of the unfortunate during the
luminous time of his charitable earthly passage, but also
stories that invite us to reflection. This was so in order
for love to be based in a concept that nobody would
postpone, when individuals are tired of fighting against
their own selves and towards the truth of love.
Compassion is the guide that leads to the pathway
towards love, after accepting of the good concepts.
Compassion ties us to other creatures, respecting their
state without hurting their ignorance and encouraging
any effort for the improvement of their soul.
Compassion enlivens and strengthens those who
equivocally feel defeated by circumstances. Compassion
announces a new day, where pain will be less and,
gradually, it will be a thing of the past.
The Master thus clarified this concept to a suffering
soul who was deprived of sight, as registered on chapter

8 of the Gospel According to Spiritism: Blessed are those
whose eyes are closed. On item 20 we find: “Dear soul
why do you not wish to know all the delights of the Spirit
who lives by love and contemplation? Then you would
not ask to see images that are less pure and gentle than
those you can glimpse through your blindness.”
The consolation that welcomes the being who is
compassionate with themselves and with their fellow
beings, one day will boost the wings of this future angel
of the good, whose acts only will happen to serve and to
inspire others. They no longer accept to see their own
impurities and they have learned the value of comforting
with the compassion dispensed to us by God every
sunset and sunrise. Diligent, they can forgive other’s
faults because they understand that they would desire
for themselves such forgiveness.
Thus, little by little, the Homo faber, as described
by Frankl, will be reformed with love’s universal force
illuminating every cell. Each time they understand it, it

becomes a small achievement, each earning credit and
each credit bringing them closer to happiness. This way,
Jesus, the sower of Love, sowed with His example and
compassion these teachings so that we all be ready, less
animalized, less dominated by instincts. This way, we
would be ready to comprehend the light that would
arrive with the consistency and patience of Allan Kardec,
who was without a doubt the pinnacle of his time.
With his acute intelligence, Kardec knew that it was
not appropriate to rush to conclusions. Surely Kardec
had previously conquered many of Heaven’s sublime
concepts. His dedication tells us about his compassion
towards humanity. The Spiritist strives to dominate his
negative tendencies.
The great truth of Spiritism reveals the third sign of the
pathway towards love: patience! Patience is the crown
of olives that all Spiritists should carry in their foreheads,
because each triumph is built upon the constant exercise
of the desire to go the good.
Without patience, good works do not exist. Without
patience, there are no Spiritists. Without patience, there
are no self-control mechanisms, and madness unfolds
its tentacles around individuals, trying to seduce them,
due to their inaptitude to comprehend the divine truths.
The inner war due to lack of patience debilitates
our strength and makes us mentally ill because we are
not able of tolerating the day-to-day. Thus we begin to
chronically hate while being incapable of dominating one
self and look beyond one’s own needs.
On its turn, patience allows for courtesy and good
manners in the daily living inside and outside of the home.
It facilitates relationships that need comprehension and
learning due to the role that they fulfill in our lives, many
times bringing a baggage of errors in the unconscious, yet
intuitively felt past within ourselves.
Thus the Homo patiens is born in the course of
many existences and with visible fruits from reflection,
compassion and patience, which convert them into
someone that is ready for the next lesson: to love.
We speak of love without cultivating daily reflections
of ideas that purify the mind; without compassion for our
brothers and sisters; without being patient when facing
the challenges of existence.
Let us cultivate the recommended virtues to start
walking the happy pathway of love, sometimes thorny.
However, through its required dedication, we will achieve
great merits for future happiness.

Juan Danilo Rodriguez M. is a Spiritist physician and collaborator
of the “Fundação Espirita Luz Fraterna” in Quito, Ecuador.
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INSIGHT

Why are People Cruel
and When will it End?
> Brian Foster

O

ne of the great themes of literature over the
centuries has been “man’s inhumanity to
man”. Many believe it was first coined in

Robert Burns’s poem:

Man was made to mourn: A Dirge
Many and sharp the num’rous ills
Inwoven with our frame!
More pointed still we make ourselves
Regret, remorse, and shame!
And man, whose heaven-erected face
The smiles of love adorn,
Man’s inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn!
( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man%27s_
inhumanity_to_man )
Robert Burns inadvertently touches upon one of
the precepts of Spiritism that we have in each of us a
set of Divine Rules, which we measure our behavior
against. It’s called our conscience. When we violate
it, as written in the poem, we feel “Regret, remorse,
and shame!”
So why do we ignore our conscience in the first
place? According to The Spiritist Book, it is the result
of a lack of moral development. Meaning, that many
have not yet learned to follow the dictates of their
conscience, instead they rationalize away their internal
32
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governor, and place momentary gain ahead of all
else.
Question 754 gets to the heart of the matter:
754. Is cruelty a result of the absence of the
moral sense?
“Say that the moral sense is not developed, but
do not say that it is absent; for its principle exists
in every man, and is this sense which, in course of
time, renders beings kind and humane. It exists,
therefore, in the savage; but in him it is latent, as
the principle of the perfume is in the bud, before it
opens into the flowers.”
All faculties exist in man in a rudimentary or latent
state; they are developed according as circumstances
are more or less favorable to them. The excessive
development of some of them arrests or neutralizes
that of others. The undue excitement of the material
instincts stifles, so to say, the moral sense; as the
development of the moral sense gradually weakens
the merely animal-faculties.
Hence, less mature souls, who have not learned
the lessons of love, charity, and fraternity, are unable
to overcome their baser instincts and withhold a
temporary gain in favor of a greater reward in the
long-term.
Allan Kardec could understand why uncivilized
people could so easily commit wrongful acts, since
he thought of them as less mature in the learning
curve toward perfection. But he also saw atrocities
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committed by so-called civilized
men and women. Therefore, he
asked the question:
754 – How is it that, in the midst
of the most advanced civilization,
we sometimes find persons as cruel
as the savages?
“Just as, on a tree laden with
healthy fruit, you may find some
that are withered. They may be said
to be savages who have nothing of
civilization about them but the coat;
they are wolves who have strayed
into the midst of the sheep. Spirits
of low degree, and very backward,
may incarnate themselves among
men of greater advancement, in
the hope of advancing themselves;
but, if the trial be too arduous, their
primitive nature gets the upper hand.”
Therefore, we are tasked with helping one another,
and as a result of this duty, we have spirits who have
not had as much training and trial by fire to harden
their resolve to stick with their conscience as other, less
mature souls. We live in a world not only populated
with varying degrees of maturity in our fellow human
being’s nature, but also in a sphere
where bad spirits roam and enjoy
pushing those who are in a physical
state, incarnates, into troubled
waters.
Living in a semi-chaotic
state, amongst those who have
the capacity to harm, egged on
by errant spirits who relish the
spectacle of cruelty is one of the
conditions we must endure while
living on a planet of atonement.
Only when we improve ourselves
and as many others as possible around us, will we be
rewarded by the privilege of living in a civilized planet,
a planet of regeneration. Where hatred and envy are
for the most part absent and one is able to live and
learn in a tranquil environment.
Allan Kardec in his next question wished to know
when and how that time would come:
756. Will the society of the good be one day
purged of evildoers?
“The human race is progressing. Those who are
34
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under the dominion of the instinct of
evil, and who are out of place among
good people, will gradually disappear,
as the faulty grain is separated from
the good when the wheat is threshed;
but they will be born again under
another corporeal envelope, and, as
they acquire more experience, they
will arrive at a clearer understanding
of good and evil. You have an example
of this in the plants and animals
which man has discovered the art of
improving, and in which he develops
new qualities. It is only after several
generations that the improvement
becomes complete. This is a picture
of the different existences of each
human being.”
The answer implies a tipping point
of good spirits who are able to positively influence
spirits who are still learning the path to purity. I have
read in other Spiritist literature that when our society is
composed of a majority of souls who heed their inner
voice and strive to assist their fellow beings, then and
only then will we begin to detect a collective forward
movement by society.
This will happen; it is only a
matter of time and support from
each and every one of us. Learn
what is our individual destiny and
the fate of the earth, by reading
my book, Explore Your Destiny –
Since Your Life’s Path is (mostly)
Predetermined. Discover for
yourself the grand design of the
spirit world for every spirit and the
earth.

References:
1. Kardec, A. (2010). The Spirits Book. Guildford, UK: White Crow
Books.
2. https://nwspiritism.com

Brian Foster has a BSCS degree and a MBA. He has worked in
R&D for medical device corporations and in IT for large financial
institutions. Brian Foster has a blog at www.nwspiritism.com.
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SPIRITISM FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Challenges
can be positive
>

Bernadete Leal, M.Ed.

B

efore any attempt to help a child to face
challenges with a positive mind, we need
to ask ourselves how we handle our

struggles, and be willing to do some soul search and
work on our inner transformation to improve how
we face challenges. The first step is to be able to
see the positive aspect of it, learn and practice how
to embrace and handle challenges, and appreciate
the moral and spiritual transformation that takes
place within us.
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When teaching children about how and the
importance of handling challenges, using stories is
the best tool. Find a story that your child may connect
and that is age appropriate. Here is an example from
the Old Testament. The old testament contains many
stories, many based on history, which once we learn
to interpreted beyond its literal words, it can present
very powerful lessons to children and adults as well.
In Daniel 3, we have a story of a king called
Nebuchadnezzar. The king made a huge image of gold
and set a law that everybody had to come to worship
that image, or whenever they heard sounds of horns
and pipes they would have to fall down and worship
it. Anyone who did not follow his ruling would be cast
into a burning fiery furnace. There were three men
who refused to do it and they were brought before the
king, but those men did not change their minds and

as such, they were ordered to be sent to the fire. The
three men said “If this be so, our God whom we serve
is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace,
and he will deliver us out of your hand, O king.4 The
king then ordered the furnace to be 7 times stronger
and the three men were bond into the fire. When the
king looked at furnace he said, “But I see four men
unbound, walking in the midst of the fire, and they
are not hurt; and the appearance of the fourth is like
a son of the gods.” The king was surprised to see no
signs of harm or burn to their bodies or clothes. The
king then respected those three men and understood
that God had sent an angel to rescue them. Then the
king promoted the men in the province of Babylon.
In the story, those three men trusted their God to
protect them. They had unshakeable faith and were not
afraid of it. They did not complain or threw a tantrum
and were willing to go through the experience. In life,
we have challenges that are like fire that we have to
walk through. We are invited to get out of our comfort
zone, and it is normal to be afraid of getting hurt or
burn. Children feel the same way, so talk to them about
feelings, and that is okay to feel uneasy when dealing
with a new situation.
Fire, among many interpretations, is a symbol of
transformation. We use fire in chemistry and also in
cooking to change the taste and consistency of food.
The fire in the story represents change; fire burns the
negativity or things that we need to get rid. Talk to your
child about how fire can change things. For instance,
talk about cake, how great it tastes after it is baked, or
soup, burgers. Give examples that a child can relate.

need to know that they can count on you. Many
parents, when they see their children dealing with a
challenge, over protect them, solve the problem for
them, not allowing them to experience the struggle and
grow with the experience. It is not only about putting
out the fire, or moving the children away or around
the fire, but sometimes it is better to walk through the
fire with them and be victorious in the end, allowing
the transformation to take place.
In chapter 23 of the gospel According to Spiritism
in Strange Morals, it explains When Jesus declared:
“Think not that I am come to bring peace on Earth,
but a sword,” the thought behind this statement was
as follows: and I am in a hurry for the fire to start so
the purification may be that much quicker, seeing that
truth will come forth triumphantly from this conflict.
Another lesson from the story is that in end the king
promoted the three men in the province of Babylon.
This represents evolution. They were not the same or
were seen like they were before they were sent to the
fire. There was a promotion and they were recognized.
When a true transformation occurs, a child will change,
a child will evolve and this is fundamental for their
spiritual transformation and will affect their future
reincarnations. Also, the king changed. After seeing
what happened to the three men and their faith and
demeanor, the king saw them differently. This is an
example that we can affect other people, we can
become a model for others. Jesus went through pain on
the cross but his example of humility and unconditional
love transformed the world.

There is a popular story about a grandmother who
uses food and fire to help her granddaughter to deal
with a problem. In the story, the grandmother explains
that a carrot is hard but it gets soft after boiled. The
inside of an egg is soft, but it gets hard after boiled.
But coffee, after boiled, becomes something new and
with an aroma. The goal is to help your child to see
that transformation, just like coffee became something
new with a new aroma. Using comparison is a great
tool to help children understand challenges.

Kardec Radio listeners, when are facing challenges
and see that we are about to walk through a furnace,
think of the story of the three men who accepted
their fate and went through the experience with an
unshakable faith. In the end they were stronger and
promoted. They evolved. Wake up every day and think
how you can help you child or the ones around you
in their transformation. Remember that a little bit of
fire is essential to bring a new aroma into your life. A
candle does not fulfill much its purpose until it is lit.
It requires fire to bring light

Another important aspect of the Nebuchadnezzar
story is when the king saw a fourth person in the fire, an
angel. This represents our spiritual protection. God, our
spiritual mentor, familiar and good spirits are always
with us to help, guide, and inspire when we are going
through a fire in life, challenges. Also, remind your
child that you are with him, holding his hands, and
walking through the fire together if necessary. Children

Bernadete Leal, M.Ed., has been a Spiritist educator devoting
her time to compiling materials and resources to educate
children and youth in Spiritism in the United States. She is the
coordinator of the Education for Youth and Children with the
United States Spiritist Council. Leal is also a great collaborator
of Kardec Radio team. This article has been featured at Kardec
Radio through its weekly segment YES with Bernadete Leal.
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Mediumship
and You
> Andre Luiz (Spirit) /Chico Xavier (Medium)

I

ntuition – Exercise the faculty of clear and immediate perception. However, to
amplify your area of action, seek to cultivate good thoughts in a constant manner.

Clairvoyance – Thank the possibility of seeing the spiritual plane. However, in dayto-day efforts, stay in the good side of people and situations, so that your resources aren’t
compromised in evil.
Hearing Mediumship - Rejoice in hearing the discarnates; however, learn to listen in
everyday life to construct the happiness of others, defending yourself against the falling into
the traps of darkness.
Speaking Mediumship – Lend your strength so that the spirits can speak with incarnates.
However, in the daily experience, select words and behavior, so that your verb does not become
vehicle for the influence of the dark forces.
Writing Mediumship – Write with the entities living away from the physical body, but make
it a habit of writing in the benefit of peace and edification of neighbors, preventing that your
intelligence be the channel of perturbation.
Materialization – Give body to the formations of the extra-corporeal plane, however, above
all, materialize your own works.
Healing - Apply passes and other healing measures, to benefit the sick; yet, keep your hands
in the execution of the tasks and obligations that God entrusted to you.
Displacement Mediumship – Collaborate with your psychic resources in moving objects
without human touch, but also be charitable in every action and wherever you are.
Premonition – Rejoice in the responsibility of foretelling events; however, seek to feel, think
and do the best within your reach, in the every day movements, so that your conversations
don’t transform into a trumpet of pessimism and destruction.
Mediumship in general – Any mediumship serves the purpose of cooperating in the field
of phenomena that demonstrates the existence of the spirit, but do not forget that the use of
mediumistic values, for the good or for evil, is something that is in you and depends on you
in every circumstance and everywhere.
Source: Book: “Paz e Renovacao”, Lesson 13, page 47.
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Our Encounter with
Divaldo Franco
>
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Claudio Sinotti, Psy.D. and Iris Sinotti, Psy.D.

W

e never know the dimension of how
much some encounters have the
capacity to change our lives. When it

comes to Divaldo Pereira Franco, it is even harder
to evaluate the importance, given the scope that
his presence has in our existences.
The first time we met him, albeit individually, a similar
emotion took over us. It was something that we can express
with the following thought: “How can we love someone
that we don’t know deeply?” In our case, this ‘first’
encounter happened when Divaldo was a mature man,
in his 70’s. And from that moment on, our lives would
never be the same. It is very likely that in the “wheel of
life” we had already known each other as he once said
to a common friend when asking if he knew us, Divaldo
enigmatically answered: “For centuries…”
On the same day that we had decided to work
more closely at “Mansion of the Way”*, as he walked
by customarily greeting the audience before the Spiritist
meeting, Divaldo placed his hand on our shoulders and
said: “Let’s go?” And we followed him, incredulous about
that close meeting, as we sat by his side.
On that occasion, Divaldo told the story of a boisterous
young man who wasted the family’s resources and whose
father, knowing of his inadequate behavior and foreseeing
that the son would one day regret it (probably after his
discarnation), found a way to leave some resources for
him, so that the son could have another chance. After
saying those wise considerations, Divaldo looked at us in
the eye and asked: “Ready for the work?”
We didn’t know exactly what he meant. To date, almost
20 years later, we don’t exactly know what it encompasses.
The Psychology presented by Joanna de Angelis already
fascinated us even before meeting Divaldo Franco. Our
fascination was to such a degree that, before getting
married, we spent many afternoons studying together.
On those occasions, we asked ourselves how it would
be to have a deeper study of those works, because they
invited us to know of ourselves in a special way. It was then
that finally, in an afternoon in which we found ourselves
alone with Divaldo, during end-of-year celebrations, we
asked him:
“Divaldo, wouldn’t it be interesting to start a study
group of Joanna de Angelis’ Psychology series here at
the Mansion of the Way? We would be the first two to
enroll…”
“Yes,” Divaldo answered. “But you wouldn’t be just
students, and you would not need to enroll… You will
teach the course!”

We were astounded, as we didn’t feel prepared for
such a challenge. But we don’t know why we replied:
“Of course, in the beginning of the year we will start…”
Thus we accepted the great challenge of presenting to the
public the works that touched (and still touch) our souls
in such a special way.
But the great gift which came with the volunteer work
at the “Mansion of the Way’, when we were daily in
close contact with Divaldo. Behind the medium of many
possibilities and faculties, the eloquent, talented public
speaker like few others, the idealist and the founder of
an institution worldly known, model for many others,
the honorary doctorate of citizen of the world, and many
other titles we could cite… there is above all a child that
is delighted with life at each moment, and who loves so
profoundly what he does that these same feelings are
ignited in every one who is close to him, when one is
receptive.
The sweet and welcoming way in which he looks at
everyone who approaches him, makes us feel that we are
specially loved. Each wise word that he speaks is a bridge
to profound reflections. Supporting that privileged mind,
there is a big heart that is attuned with everyone who seeks
him, always having something to offer, although many
are content with little. And few know about the sleepless,
poorly slept nights, the physical pains, the conflicts he
needs to pacify. Divaldo does not become an example to
us because he doesn’t have challenges and problems, but
especially because of the way he faces them. And that’s
why his voice has so much respectability, because it is
sealed with the personal experience of all that he speaks of.
In the verge of turning 90 years of age this May 5th,
2017, we express our gratitude to life for having placed
him in our pathway. Together with uncle Nilson, Divaldo,
in such a special way, has touched our souls (and many
others) to the degree that it has become a watershed in
our existences.
Today we know. We are like that young man who
wastes his father’s resources, and after walking in so many
mismatched paths, we found the loving fatherly word that
encourages us to follow the right path. Our love to you,
beloved father of our souls, who gives so much to your
children. This is the greatest honor that we could give you,
Divaldo, in this 90th birthday: to move on fighting against
our own limitations, and loving as you have taught us to
love all these years.
Source: This article is reproduced from The Journal of Psychological
Studies, Year 9, Issue 44, 2016. More information at http://
www.spiritistps.org.
Iris Sinotti and Claudio Sinotti are clinical psychologists in Brazil.
As Spiritists, they have been leading the psychological
studies of the works by Joanna de Angelis through the
books psychographed by Divaldo Franco.
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Tribute from Brazil to

CODIFIER

Divaldo
Pereira
Franco
Enrique Eliseo Baldovino
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T

he educator, psychic medium and
Spiritist speaker Divaldo Pereira Franco
received the Honorary Citizen’s Degree

from Foz do Iguaçu, State of Paraná (PR), Brazil,
on July 29, 2009, by the Foz Municipal Council,
in a solemn session, for the relevant services
provided to the city of the waterfalls since his
first visit on July 23, 1968, which is, almost 50
years ago.
His citizenship title, which is the highest award of
our municipality, was unanimously approved by its
citizens (as published in the public decree on March
20, 2008), represented by the councilor Nilton
Bobato, present at the tribute that the Legislature
of Foz do Iguacu, Parana did to its newest honorary
citizen through the Draft Legislative Decree number
01/2008.
As it happened in our city of Foz do Iguacu,
Divaldo Franco has received countless tributes -

more than 800 - from institutions all over the world and,
especially from Brazil, among plates, medals, diplomas,
titles of honorary citizenship, etc., having humbly
transferred all these tributes to the history of Spiritism
and to the workers of the Spiritist Movement.
Sincere Tribute to the Star Sower
As a way of paying tribute to the beloved medium
from Bahia, who this year of 2017 turns 90 years of age
and 70 years of Spiritist oratory, we next reproduce the
speech that we made on the solemn reception of this
historic Title of Citizenship. We had the honor of speaking
at a famous Convention Center in our city, a city known
throughout the world for the beautiful Iguaçu Falls, the
Itaipu hydroelectric power station and the Marco das 3
Fronteiras (Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay), great tourist,
technological and cultural references of our beloved
country.
Soon after the Brazilian National Anthem and the
presentation of the authorities present at the great event,
Mr. Enrique Eliseo Baldovino took the floor in the name
of Spiritists from Foz do Iguaçu and the Department of
Disclosure of the 13th URE (Regional Spiritist Union of
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Jorge Moehlecke

Foz And region when translated), in order to read the
biography of the illustrious honoree, according to the
ceremonial of the Town Hall itself, words of gratitude that
we transcribe in full, then (intersected by subtitles and
between quotation marks, to better identify the various
aspects of the honoree, and updating some data from
2009 to 2017) in order to record the fond love and deep
gratitude that the Land of the Waterfalls has for Divaldo
P. Franco.
Words of gratitude dedicated to Divaldo Franco
“Excellency Mayor of Foz do Iguaçu City Council,
most excellent councilmen present,
Illustrious honored with the Title of Honorary Citizen
of Foz, Professor Divaldo Pereira Franco,
Dignified President of the Spiritist Federation of
Paraná, Mr. Francisco Ferraz Batista,
Distinguished President of the 13th ERU - Regional
Spiritist Union, Mr. Sóstenes Carvalho Cornélio,
All worthy spiritual confreres from Foz and region,
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, Good morning to all,
God bless us!
“In time, the great scientist Albert Einstein said the
following words about the unforgettable pacifist leader
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi: ‘Future generations will
find it hard to believe that a man of Mahatma’s carat has
passed through Earth.’ To paraphrase Einstein, we could
say about Divaldo Pereira Franco: ‘Future generations
will find it difficult to believe that a soul, of the moral
and spiritual greatness of this educator, medium and
speaker from Bahia, has traveled so much on Earth in
scripts of spreading the Doctrine, spreading and living
Spiritism with excellence, leading the banner of Peace
throughout the world and serving others for the love of
Jesus and Allan Kardec.”
The Man of Peace
“Named International Peace Ambassador in 2005 by
the Ambassade Universelle pour la Paix in Switzerland,
Geneva-based embassy - capital of the World Peace
Organization - Divaldo Pereira Franco continues tirelessly
carrying the message of non-violence throughout the
world, this being one of his venerable virtues: the
indefatigable work of the Good. The Community
Movement “Peace and you” that he directs and inspires
for several decades in several parts of Brazil and of the
world is credence to his international title of 205th
Ambassador of Peace, following his example of courage
44
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Divaldo Pereira Franco showing title of Honorary
Citizen of Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil.

and love for human creatures.
“Among other international honors granted to Divaldo
Franco, we highlight the awarding of the Honoris Causa
Doctorate in Humanities in 1991 by the University of
Concordia in Montreal, Canada. In 1997, the President
of the Federative Republic of Brazil granted him the
Order of Military Merit for the relevant services rendered
to the Union. In 2002, he received the Honoris Causa
Doctorate from the Federal University of the State of
Bahia for his valuable social contribution to that State.
They also granted Divaldo Franco the Chico Xavier
award by the municipal council of Pedro Leopoldo in
Minas Gerais, among more than 800 honors by Brazil
and around the world.”
The Man of Books
“Another task of Peace by the educator, Spiritist
medium and lecturer Divaldo Franco through the
enlightenment and consolation provided by Spiritism, has
been the mediumistic writing of more than two hundred
and fifty works.
“Of more than 250 books, 103 titles have already
been translated into 24 languages, works dictated
by hundreds of Spirits of Light, responsible for the
regeneration of Humanity. The books currently reach the

Jorge Moehlecke
Address of gratitude by Enrique E. Baldovino dedicated to Divaldo
P. Franco, next to the table of the great event.

expressive mark of 10 million copies sold. The venerable
Spirit Joanna de Ângelis, who has been faithful to Jesus
since the times of early Christianity, coordinates the
psychographic works of Divaldo Pereira Franco and is the
author of dozens of doctrinal titles through him.
The Man of the Road
“The income resulting from the sale of these books is
continually donated to the maintenance of the Mansion
of the Way relief work, where daily, Divaldo and his team
attend and educate three thousand and two hundred
(3,200) children and youth who are socially deprived,
including their families in the neighborhood Pau da
Lima, Salvador, Bahia. That is an exquisite organization
of welfare that has fifty eight (58) buildings with thirty
(30) socio-educational activities, among others, namely:
«Pre-natal care, nursery, kindergarten, three
elementary and secondary schools, informatics, classical
ballet, arts and crafts, bakery, sewing and embroidery,
paper recycling, libraries, medical center, laboratory
of clinical analysis, community pharmacy, care for the
elderly and disabled people with degenerative diseases,
and vocational education that dignifies the human being.
«More than 40,000 children have passed through
the various courses and workshops of the Mansion Of

the Way since its foundation in 1952. With patience
and humility, Divaldo Franco carries out this enormous
social-educational task with the help of competent
collaborators and volunteers. Divaldo’s humility is the
example that keeps the flame of his Ideal alive and his
motto that says: “We must never distance ourselves from
the ideals of Francis of Assisi.” These was also the slogan
lived by the esteemed friend Nilson de Souza Pereira
(206th Ambassador of Peace), alter ego of the honored
Divaldo P. Franco.
The Public Speaking Man
“Like psychography, since the late 1940s, Divaldo has
dedicated himself to Spiritist public speaking, making a
remarkable record of 13,000 conferences and seminars
in 2,500 cities in 68 countries, in five continents. All
this, and much more, he has been carrying out for 70
years without interruption, traveling through countless
countries as a citizen of the world, where he carries the
wonderful message of the Spiritist Doctrine to millions
of souls who listen to him thirsty for peace and spiritual
comfort.
“Divaldo’s public speaking has sown Spiritism in
the spotlight on approximately 600 radio and television
stations, giving more than fifteen hundred (1,500)
The Spiritist
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Words of gratitude by Divaldo Franco, after receiving the highest
distinction of the City Hall of Foz do Iguacu / PR.

interviews to the written media, and now on the internet.
He also exposed the Spiritist Thought in Municipal and
State Chambers, in the Brazilian National Congress and
in various International Organizations, such as the World
Health Organization and Mental Health, International
Amnesty Organization, of the Human Rights, of Peace,
of Service, such as Freemasonry, Rotary Club, Lions
Club, Friends of the City, International Red Cross and
other World Organizations, such as the United Nations,
UNESCO, etc.
“As Divaldo said it, in other words:” As long as the
forces of my physical body allow it, I will continue to
travel and spread the venerable message of Spiritism “...
This is the moral greatness of our beloved medium of
Bahia, who is tireless in scripts of doctrinal dissemination,
despite his 90 years of physical life.”
“By the fruits one knows the tree”
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“Master Jesus said in the Gospel of Matthew, chapter
7, verse 20: “By the fruits the tree is known.” There are
indeed many fruits by Divaldo Pereira Franco, from Bahia,
Feira de Santana, born on May 5, 1927. As we have seen,

this portentous tree began to give great part of its fruits as
an educator, as a medium, as a lecturer, as ambassador of
Peace, experiencing in everything he does the different
aspects of the magnificent message of the Christ.
“These, and many others, are the tasty fruits of this
venerable tree, which today lodges us and enchantes us
all for its simplicity and wisdom. Today, at the age of 90,
Divaldo is a symbol of the World Spiritist Movement. He
is a man deeply admired and respected by national and
international public opinion, considered, by millions of
people, as a Benefactor of Humanity.”
God bless you, Divaldo!
«Noble Divaldo, thank you very much, dear friend
and brother, for the relevant services rendered to
Humanity, to the Spiritist Cause and, in particular, to
our beloved Foz do Iguaçu in these almost 50 years of
uninterrupted close coexistence. Receive as a sincere
acknowledgment and precept of infinite gratitude, the
well-deserved Honorary Citizen of Foz do Iguaçu, from
the hands of the President of the City Council of Foz, in
the name of all the Spiritists of Foz do Iguacu that love

Jorge Moehlecke

Then, paraphrasing Lagerlöf, Divaldo said that he did not
deserve the title. He thus greatly moved the councilmen
and the audience present at the solemnity.
In that luminous speech, under the deep emotion of
the audience, and in a noble and generous gesture, the
educator transferred the Foz de Iguacu Citizenship Title
to the Spiritist Federation workers, thus ending the solemn
session of the presentation of the Honorary Citizen Title
Foz do Iguaçu to Divaldo, an event that will be forever
engraved in our hearts.
Other Dates of Great Doctrinal Importance in 2017
90th birthday of the educator Divaldo Pereira Franco,
who was born on May 5, 1927;
70 years of the “Centro Espirita Caminho da
Redencao”, founded on September 9, 1947;
70 years of Spiritist public speaking by the tribune
Divaldo Franco;
65 years of the “Mansão do Caminho” (Mansion of
the Way), a Spiritist Institution of honor founded by the
confreres Divaldo P. Franco and Nilson de Souza Pereira
on August 15, 1952;
53 years of the publication of the book Messe de
amor, 1st psychographic work of the medium Divaldo
Franco, dictated by the Spirit Joanna de Ângelis in 1964
(LEAL publisher), celebrating the First Centenary of “The
Gospel according to Spiritism”;
City councilmen proposing the Honorary Citizen’s Title, together
with the President of the Spiritist Federation of Parana and the
President of the 13th URE.
you so much. Dear Divaldo, thank you very much for
everything and may God bless you! »
Generous speech by Divaldo P. Franco
Finally, the honoree DIvaldo Franco spoke thanking
for the tribute of being the newest honorary citizen of
Foz do Iguaçu, declaring that he did not deserve it, but
he accepted it as a stimulus and an incentive, dedicating
the distinction to all who preceded him, mainly to the
Spiritist Federation of Paraná (FEP).
Divaldo Franco retold the story of Selma Lagerlöf that
struck everyone for its beauty and humility. He noted that
the Swedish writer did not know what to say when she
was called to receive the Nobel Prize for Literature on
October 12, 1909 in Stockholm. She dreamed of her own
ancestors - true architects of Selma’s award-winning tales.

50 years of the following texts: Explanation (February
26, 1967) by the medium Divaldo P. Franco, and Prologue
(February 25, 1967) by the Spirit Amélia Rodrigues,
inserted respectively in the published “Primicias do
Reino”, first Book of the Evangelical Series Amélia
Rodrigues (SEMEAR), composed of 10 works;
43 years of uninterrupted dissemination of Revista
“Presença Espírita” (1974), a bimonthly periodical by
Divaldo Franco’s Spiritist center;
28 years of the launching of the Psychological Series
Joana de Ângelis, composed of 16 Books, the first work
being published in 1969 (“Jesus e a Atualidade”).
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CHICO XAVIER

A Snake Around
the Neck
> Umberto Fabbri

W

e know through Spiritist literature
of various cases of deformation
of the perispirit, caused by
behavior in disharmony with Divine Laws.
Some beings wasted their opportunities for
growth, both in the reincarnation process and
during the interval between reincarnations,
utilizing their gifts to attack their neighbors
cruelly, and disrespecting the basic right of
others to live.

48

Such spirits create real, private hells for
themselves, burning their insides. While
suffering atrociously, when their conscience
awakes they become the so-called “victims,”
in the obsessive processes of others who were
accomplices to their crimes or who were
accomplices to their crimes or were their
torture victims.
Being aggressors against themselves, such
entities create great deformations in their
The Spiritist
perispirit that only Divine Grace can fix
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through reincarnation cycles, when they
will have the opportunity for renewal by
learning. Our brethren will have the tireless
help of spiritual mentors always ready to
give aid.
In another chapter, we mentioned the
experience of our Chico with the frightening
entity that appeared in his room. The
medium has the faculty of ectoplasm, which
may be utilized by enlightened spirits to care
for those creatures in lamentable states, who
need greater contact in the material field, in
order to receive needed assistance.
We can make an analogy with the scuba
diver who uses a diving suit, clothing that
makes it possible for him to interact with
elements of the sea. In the same way, in
order to make themselves perceptible and
have contact with the incarnate, for a great
variety of needs, spirits use ectoplasm to
clothe their perispirit with a more material
substance, thus making it possible to contact
the incarnate.
The following is one such example. It
was late at night when Chico ended one
of his psychographing sessions. After taking

leave of all his visitors, he went into his room
to get his necessary rest. He was alone that
night. Suddenly, an entity almost completely
materialized, resembling a snake or viper, having
a face that was half human and half serpent with
gigantic fangs, wrapped around the medium’s
body and holding its deformed ‘face’ just a few
inches from Chico’s face.
Chico told us this tale at two in the morning,
and as Mrs. Yolanda said, it would be a night
to sleep with the light on - that old cliché of
Spiritists who are afraid of spirits.
I asked a question before Chico had time to
tell the whole story: “So, Chico, what did you
do then?”
“Me?” At first I didn’t do anything, because
nothing like that had ever happened to me
before. I felt the thing’s breath in my face, it
was so close to me.”
Obviously, we all had our eyes popping out,
burning with curiosity.
The medium continued: “I immediately said
a prayer and in moments Emmanuel appeared.”
Then someone said: “So, with Emmanuel
was the situation was resolved? ”
“Not really,” answered Chico. “Our mentors
do not do the work for us. They help us, assist
us, clarify things, enlighten, but the work is ours.
Otherwise, where is the reward without effort?
So Emmanuel turned to me and said, ‘Chico,
these our brethren need a lot of love. Only our
vibrations of profound love can bring some
peace and clarity to their tormented minds. ’
“I began to vibrate a lot of love, encompassing
that poor creature in much light, while it
continued to squeeze me with its body wrapped
around mine, exhaling its stinky hot breath onto
my face. That was when, after several minutes, I
began to feel the pressure reduce and, little by
little, the entity was calming down, and finally,
it let go of me and went slithering away just
like a snake. I prayed a lot for it, even after it
left, asking God and Jesus to surround it with
grace and love.”
A colleague in the group said: “Chico, if it
had happened to me, I would have discarnated
from freight.”
We all had a good laugh.
Source: Book Chico Xavier: Stories from a Friend from Another Land
by Umberto Fabbri, Chapter 9.
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SPIRITISM FOR KIDS
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PAST AND FUTURE NEWS
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